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Abstract
Secure Voting System is a very secure, efficient and easy to
casting of vote. In this paper we will use RSA[1,2] and
MD5[1,2] algorithms for security purposes. Our proposed
system provides a new e-voting system which fulfills the
security requirements of e-voting process. In our project we
have total three steps are required e-registration of voter,
vote uploading and result display. Proposed system provides
secure and efficient e-vote uploading and also paper ballot
system if e-voting fail.
Keywords: RSA, MD5, Encryption, Decryption, Voting,
Private Key and Public Key.

INTRODUCTION
The wide area of democratic concepts in countries
especially in this time lead to implement new algorithms in
management the voting which is the great tool in democracy
systems that ensure to each eligible voter to be responsible.
The ancient voting system is depending on basic concepts
which are ballot paper, poll booths, admin’s and others.
These terms have some disadvantage such as the cost of
establishment the sites of voting and restrict the votes such
the users whose are far from their voting polls to be near of
their polls in voting time. The e-voting system is a
practicable the advantages from cryptographic algorithms.
Everyone can add in the election over the globally, and thus
increasing the rate of e-voting. The main goal of a secure evoting system is to ensure the secrecy of the candidates and
the accuracy of votes.

1.

Eligibility: Only eligible user can vote in voting and
every user having criteria can cast only one vote.

2.

Uniqueness: Voter should not be able to vote more
than once.

3.

Accuracy: Voting systems should not be uploaded the
votes incorrectly.

4.

Integrity: Votes should not be able to be modified
without effects.

5.

Verify: Voter should able print their finger prints in
certain place.

6.

Audit-ability: There should not be unreliable and nondemonstrably authentic election records.

7.

Reliability: Systems should work correctly, even in the
face of numerous failures.

8.

High secure: Everyone should able to vote their own
vote without others.

9.

Non-forcibility: Voters should not be able to prove
how they voted.

10.

Flexibleness: Equipment should not allow for a unique
of ballot question formats.

LITERATURE STUDY
Voting through the internet is the updated and advanced area
of research in the process of voting in this modern world.
1.

Proposes e-voting system develops and digital
signature system. System uses high confidentiality of
voter, secrecy of paper machine, voter secrecy and no
computation cost and communication overhead.

2.

Propose based E-voting system is used to login
without registering for voting in pre-condition and
going to polling booths. System prevents repetition
voting but it has big disadvantage to security, proposes
system does not used any algorithm.

3.

Proposed e-voting system based on public key
encryption algorithm RSA[1]. Proposed system
contains three parts: login, voting and election

E-voting can be arranged into two categories:
(a) Remote internet voting,
(b) Poll-booth e-voting.
Category solved the distance problem generates for people
whose are far from their voter but the cost of establishing
poll-booths is unsolved. Our E-voting system focus on the
category which is solved the money and distance issues. In
our system we depend on that must be source of any Evoting system proposed, these criteria are:
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administrator server for display. First part holds for the
voter’s registration with high confidentiality and
verification. Voting part done by ciphering voter data
using implementing RSA algorithm and last part is the
election administrator server displays result of election
using decryption RSA private key for sending
encrypted data from server. System has disadvantages
like there is no any e-registration and more expensive
cost and communication overhead due to RSA
algorithm.

Figure 1. RSA implementation with Private Key

Step 1. Here if the original length is greater than
only low priority 64 bits of the length are used.

then

SECTIONS
RSA key implementation:[1]
Step 1. Let

...c1c0 be the binary representation of c

Step 2. Set the variable E to 1.
Step 3. Repeat steps 3a and 3b for i = k, k − 1... 0:

A simple block diagram of E-Voting system.

PROPOSED WORK

MD5 implementation:[2]

In this paper we proposed that E-Voting system, for the
registration phase we will use the RSA algorithm which
encrypts and decrypts the data as follows:

All the attacker needs with a 128-byte block of data, aligned
on a 64-byte boundary of this algorithm.

In the registration phase the user request pair keys by send
hash of his identity with the random key generator to
include in his certification in order to prevent covering the
voter's proof in next phases. The voter can obtain only one
pair private key because the voter have one identity and
password.
The voter is able to create the token by the help of server,
only during the interactivity with the admin, in the login
phase. The authority helps the eligible user to takes the
token only once, so the voter could not obtain duplicate
token. The authority has no idea how the votes appends.
Likely, the validity of the token is verifiable to everyone.
This is realized via digital signatures. In the voting phase,
the user sends a ballot containing the valid token and his
valuable vote to the authority. The authority will accept the
ballot with valid token or with the token that not used. This
ensures that only eligible users can vote, and that they
cannot vote twice because the voters cannot obtain more
than one token. Also no one can find any more about how
the candidate voted except the verifying in the center but
without know the voter's identity proof. The only condition
is that it should be tough or impossible to extract the voter’s
identity from the given token from the server and that each
voter have different token for their own.

The MD5 algorithm implements as follows:
Step 1: affix padding bits which message is padded so that
its length in bits congruent to 448 modulo 512.
Step 2: include length having 64 bit of length is attached to
result of Step 1. Here if the original length is greater than
then only low priority 64 bits of the length are used.
Step 3: Activation of Message Digest (MD)[2] Buffer
which is adding to hold intermediate final result of hash
function which consists 4 32-bit registers (A1, A2, A3, and
A4). Which are hexadecimal values.
For Example:
A1=10325476
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A2=98BADCFE

MD.

A3=EFCDAB89

The behavior of MD5 as follows:

A4=67452301

KV=I

These results are stored in as low order little-byte format as
32-bit format. The activated values are stored as follows:

K

=

(KVp,R1{Bp,Rh{Bp,Rg{Bp,Rf{Bp,KVp}}}})

MD=

Word A1: 67 45 23 01
Word A2: EF CD AB 89

Where

Word A3: 98 BA DC FE

I=Initial value of the A1A2A3A4 buffer, defined in step 3.

Word A4: 10 32 54 76

Bp= The pth 16-word block of the message.

Step 4: Procedure message in 16-word bit blocks is the main
process in the algorithm having four rounds.

K= The no.of blocks in the message.
KVp=Chaining variable processed with pth block of
message.

Step 5: Result will be after all K 16-word blocks have been
operated then the result from the
stage is the 128-bit

Fx=Round function.

Figure. MD5 algorithm
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IMPLEMENTATION

In the authentication and vote upload phase, we use MD5[5]
algorithm which is an hash function algorithm having
hexadecimal values for encryption and decryption.

In the implementation of secure E-Voting, we use RSA and
MD5 algorithms[3] which use public key encryption
cryptographies and hash functions via digital signatures. For
the E-Registration of the users we use RSA because it is a
Stream Cipher algorithm which considers two keys one key
for Encryption and other for Decryption. In RSA[4], public
key can be known by everyone whereas for decryption it
uses private or secret key.

With these algorithms, we can also add Honey-Pot
algorithm for providing more secure for our web
applications and it deviates attackers from transferring of
data through database.

SCREEN SHOTS:
Home page:

Registration phase:
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Voting Phase:

Encryption of MD5:
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CONCLUSION:
In this paper we implemented that a secure online voting
system which is used as RSA algorithm having two keys
one is for encryption and another for decryption for a
registration phase and another algorithm which is MD5
which is a hash algorithm having message digest which
helps for voting phase in voting system. These two
algorithms maintain the e-voting with high security and
efficient purpose.
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